I. Introduction

One of the most important things in the field of consulting services that leads to the need for technology is needed, namely information technology, which all data and information is so important that it causes data needs to increase every year. The data warehouse holds the data as a whole and re-presents the data for reporting and analysis data that aims to support strategic decision making based on data analysis. The company's mapping data aims to explain the condition of information about the company from the various dimensions of the data obtained. The data warehouse will be used as the basis for strategic decision-making in the company. The purpose of the research in the design of data warehouse is to facilitate the company in decision making as well as action on the final results in the form of information due to the processing of data carried out, Facilitate the company in looking at the company’s movement for several years as a whole from existing data, facilitate in the search for data that has been long, to monitor the development of the company, to improve the performance of more efficient and quality for the company, to predict the future state of the company, help the company to strategize against the challenges that exist in the company. Database is data systematically collected and stored on a computer that can be processed or altered using software to obtain information. Database is a system of hardware and software used in storing, deleting, processing and flowing data. Data can be an information with the management of a computer program. While the database management system is a system or software in which the system allows users to control, access, and maintain data practically. According to MySQL is a database server program capable of receiving and send data very quickly, multiuser and use SQL standard command (Structured Query Language). Data warehouse is a home for your high-value data, or data assets, that originates in other corporate applications, such as the one your company uses to fill customer orders for its products, or some data source external to your company, such as a database that contains sales information gathered from all your competitors.

The data used in the ETL process can come from a variety of sources including enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications, flat files, and spreadsheets. ETL (Extract, Transformation, and Load) is a very important process in establishing a data warehouse. The ETL process has the
function to collect data from different data sources making the entire data set integrated. Kimball or nine-step Kimball method was introduced by a warehouse and business intelligence data expert named Ralph Kimball who was used for the steps of building and developing a data warehouse namely Choosing the process, Choosing the grain, Identifying and conforming the dimensions, Choosing the fact, Storing pre-calculations in the fact table, Rounding-out the dimension tables, Choosing the duration of the dimension, Tracking slowly changing dimension, and Deciding the query priorities and the query modes. ETL (Extract, Transformation and Loading) is a critical process in the creation of data warehouse. The first process, extract, is the extraction of data from different data sources. Data is drawn from a variety of different operational sources and databases to flat files. After that, the data is cleaned, and transformed to fit the data warehouse scheme through the transformation process. The result of the process of ETL is it generates data that meets the criteria data warehouse such as historical data, integrated, encapsulated, static and has a structure that is designed for the purposes of business processes. snowflakes schema is a modeling on multidimensional data that is an extension of the star schema, snowflakes have the characteristic of not all dimensions contained in the fact table but can be connected to the main dimension.

Snowflake Schema is a variant of the star scheme model, some of the dimension tables are normalized so that it further breaks down the data into additional tables. The resulting schematic graph forms a shape like a snowflake. The snowflake scheme is a different scheme to the star scheme because the dimension table does not contain denormalization data. Snowflake is another variation of the star scheme, in which the dimensional table of star schemes is organized into a hierarchy by normalizing.

OLAP (Online analytical processing) is one way to process data in data warehouse. The OLAP process can be used as a medium to provide detailed and detailed information about the strategic information needed by the user. OLAP processes used include roll up & drill down. Online analytical processing is a combination of dynamic analysis and large-scale multidimensional data. OLAP consists of a combination of rules that provide a dimensional framework to support decision-making. OLAP is part of a more global category of business thinking, which also summarizes the relationship between reporting and data mining. OLAP is the data warehouse tools to perform data analysis. OLAP itself is a technology designed to provide superior performance for ad hoc business intelligence queries.

OLTP is referred to as On-line operational system work for processing transactions and queries. Data warehouse systems serve users or knowledge workers in data analysis and decision-making roles. OLAP is organizes and presents data in a variety of formats to accommodate a variety of different user needs. Data Warehouse technology is a solution for storing all data storage on OLTP. OLTP data is sent to the Online Analytical Process or OLAP as a data warehouse manifest, where a business analyst can identify all the needs to improve company’s business optimization.

Data mart is a storage of data that comes from various databases or/and other sources of data that could support the business needs of the healthcare services. Data mart is a part of data warehouse to support the creation of reports and data analysis in the operations of a company. The data may be derived from various sources of information such as dedicated databases, other data warehouse and specific databases. Data marts can provide a conceptual view of dataset elements through different data ports. Data mart processes data using ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) methods by selecting and selecting data processed from the data source, transforming the data into the appropriate data to be processed on the data mart and able to load or present the information to the user. The characteristics that distinguish a data mart and a data warehouse are as follows Data marts focus only on the needs of users involved in a department or business function and Data marts usually did not contain detailed operational data as in the data warehouse.

Data Warehouse is a method in the design of the database support the DSS (Decision Support System) and EIS (Executive Information System). Physical data warehouse is a database, but the design of the data warehouse and database are very different. In the database design using normalization, but on data warehouse normalization is not the best way. Data warehouse is very large data that is subject-oriented, integrated, time variant, and improved on stored data to support decision-making process management. Data warehouse is defined as a data set that has characteristics in the form of subject oriented, integrated process oriented, time variant, accessible,
and nonvolatile. The data warehouse contains merged data from many sources, plus summary information and covers a long period of time. Common workloads involving ad hoc queries, whose response times are complex and fast are important. These characters differentiate warehouse applications from OLTP applications and must use different DBMS designs and implementation techniques to achieve satisfactory results. Distributed DBMS with good scalability and high availability (achieved by storing tables in excess on more than one site) are required for a very large warehouse.

SQL Server is a central part of the Microsoft data platform. SQL Server is an industry leader in operational database management systems (ODBMS). This documentation helps you install, configure, and use SQL Server on both Windows and Linux. The content includes end-to-end examples, code samples, and videos. For SQL Server language topic. SQL Server is a key component of a Microsoft data platform. SQL Server as an industry leader for operational database management systems (ODBMS). SQL is a concept of database operation especially for data selection and entry that allows data operation to be done easily automatically.

Business intelligence is a set of theories, methodologies, processes, and technologies that convert raw data into meaningful and useful information aimed at business. Business Intelligence with Data Warehouse technologies are known in the literature as solutions that allow access to business data dynamically and analytical operations in company. Business intelligence is a set of theories, methodologies, processes, arithmetic’s, and technologies that turn raw data into meaningful and useful information aimed at business. Business Intelligence (BI) is a collection of data warehouse, data mining, data analysis, reporting, and data visualization to collect, integrate, clean, and explore company information for decision making. BI handles a large amount of information to assist in identifying and developing a new opportunity. the Service is an activity given by one party or more to the other party that has a relationship with the purpose of providing satisfaction to both parties for the goods or services provided. The quality of service is explained by 5 gaps that cause differences in perceptions about the quality of services, namely covering the gap in management perception, the quality specification gap, the service delivery gap, the marketing communication gap, and the perceived service gap.

II. Research Method

The data source is raw data that has not been processed and has a wide range of formats. The data will be entered into the SQL Server database. Then the data is in the extract which is the process of parsing and cleaning the data to get the desired data structure. Transfrom is the second step in the process. In this process convert data from operational format to warehouse data format such as converting data type, cleaning and dumping duplication and data errors, performing calculation of derivative or initial values and data reference integrity checks. Loading is the last step that is the process to enter data into the last target that is the data warehouse. The data will be entered into the company's data warehouse. The result of the data warehouse is incorporated into OLAP to produce multidimensional information that the data can be viewed from various points of view.

![Diagram of Data Warehouse Design with ETL Method](image)
This data warehouse implementation is designed to import data into existing databases in SQL Server 2008 R2 through the data analysis process.

1. SQL Server Integration Services

SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) is a data warehouse process using ETL (Extract, Transform and Loading) processes. Extract is for data collection from various sources, transform is the process of cleaning data and loading is the process of storage data into the database.

2. SQL Server Analysis services

SQL Server Analysis services (SSAS) is a process of data presentation and data analysis.

3. SQL Server Reporting Services

SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) is a part of the server-based report platform that can be used to provide functionality in report creation from data sources. SSRS makes it easy to create reports and can integrate reports with various settings and can also be used to view data from databases.

III. Result

Application testing is a test to find out errors in the data structure or access databases externally. View performance errors as well as existing functions in the application. This test aims at information in the creation of systems that have not been running perfectly, and this test can explain the usefulness of the applications that have been designed.

The image above is a view of the institutions table in the test interface.
The graph to be displayed on the test interface. On the chart can see the data processed in the form of charts based on needs. To see how data is progressing based on numbers in detail and see a brief and clear comparison of interconnected data.

IV. Conclusion

Based on the results of problem identification, implementation, testing and designing data warehouse for company, we can get the following conclusions: Data warehouse can help select and identify data from various specified data sources. The data that has been retrieved and selected can be accessed based on the need for decision making on company. In the extraction process can store company data into a database for the merging of extraction results from other data sources from the company such as expert data, facility data and planning consultant data. Data warehouse can transform unneeded data and convert data into shapes that suit your needs. Map input data to a pre-defined snowflake schema form and perform duplication gaping and data errors using the pre-created primary key. Data warehouse can perform the process of presenting data (load) to be displayed to the application in the storage of data warehouse in the form of report for the company. Can assist the company in strategizing in the future in decision making in the company from the data of the information obtained.
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